William Y. Brown
Chief Environmental Officer,
Bureau of Ocean Energy Management
Office of Public Affairs
1849 C Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20240

August 25, 2014

Re: Aug. 22 BOEM Science Notes article “The Science Behind the Decision”
cc: Walter Cruikshank, Sen. Barbara Boxer

Dear Mr. Brown,
BOEM’s most recent edition of Science Notes has come across my desk a few times last
week, sent to me by colleagues and constituents wanting to get our comments on “The
Science Behind the Decision” article. We are being asked because like BOEM, we also
believe that “everyone benefits by getting the facts right.” As you have noted this is a
complex issue, so there are many facts to get right. Some of the facts you did get right.
But there are some facts that you did not include in your open letter to the public and
stakeholders, and there are statements of “fact” in the article that are frankly incorrect.
I understand that the Record of Decision does not finalize anything other than the
decision to move forward on permitting surveys of the Mid and South Atlantic Outer
Continental Shelf areas using (among other technologies) seismic airgun arrays.
Nonetheless it is a decision to move forward in a direction that will lead to exploration
for hydrocarbon deposits, which will inevitably lead to extraction and exploitation of
those deposits.
It is a scientifically undisputed fact that releasing and burning fossil hydrocarbon is
pushing our planet into an extreme climate disruption that will impact the habitability of
our planet for thousands, and probably millions of years to come. As such, the decision to
proceed is not merely a decision to allow marine mammal takes to be considered by
NOAA, it is a decision to continue subsidizing (through policy) an industry that is
relentlessly killing the planet.
Over →

You cannot dilute BOEM’s complicity in this momentum by claiming that the decision is
buffered by many more decisions that need to be made by other stakeholders and other
agencies before “the final decision” to drill and extract will be made. It is clear that if
hydrocarbons are found, industry will push for exploitation. Given how easy it was to
arrive at the Atlantic “G&G” Record of Decision, we don’t anticipate any significant
snags in the regulatory agencies deciding that there will only be “negligible impacts”
through the next stages toward full fossil fuel exploitation in the Mid and South Atlantic.
It is the bureaucrat’s prerogative to pave the way toward disastrous outcomes by “just
doing their job.” With this Record of Decision BOEM has demonstrated this in spades.
I am not a climatologist, so I don’t intend to build on the above arguments; but to
paraphrase a wise apothegm “it does not take a climatologist to understand the scope of
global climatic disruption.” Whatever your field of science it should be clear that
lubricating the wheels of climate disruption is anything but wise.
My field is bioacoustics, and I have been engaged in understanding the impacts of human
generated noise on marine habitat since 1992 so I will comment on the aspects of your
“Science Behind the Decision” article in which I am more conversant.
Unfortunately the BOEM article is incorrect “just out of the gate” with the claim that
“To date, there has been no documented scientific evidence of noise from air guns used in
geological and geophysical (G&G) seismic activities adversely affecting marine animal
populations.” In fact there are many published accounts of migratory disruptions,1,2,3
communication disruptions,4,5 population displacement6,7 feeding disruptions,8 system
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compromise,9,10 and even seismic survey associated strandings of marine mammals.11
Additionally there is evidence of increased metabolic stress due to anthropogenic
(shipping) noise that would compromise health and breeding success.12 There is no
reason to believe that seismic survey noise would be any less stressful to marine life.
You have also missed the literature on the impacts of seismic surveys on fisheries and
catch rates13,14 and at least at close range, physiological impacts on fish.15 And while you
do not mention concern for seismic impacts on invertebrates, as they are part of the food
chain, any compromise to vitality of squid16,17 (for example) will certainly impact
fisheries as well as compromise the major food stock for many odontocetes. I suspect the
lack of more published data of impacts of seismic surveys on fish and fisheries is more
due to lack of funding for these studies rather than an absence of harm; nonetheless there
is ample anecdotal evidence of fisheries compromise due to seismic surveys. And while
these data are not verified by a peer review process, they should be sound enough to call
on precaution to protect our fisheries rather than to dismiss the accounts for expediency
sake.
I could continue with at least two decades of published, peer reviewed papers on seismic
impacts to marine mammals, fish, and invertebrates but I believe I have made the point
that contrary to the statement in the article that “there has been no documented scientific
evidence of noise from air guns used in geological and geophysical (G&G) seismic
activities adversely affecting marine animal populations or coastal communities, there is
actually no lack of evidence of observable negative impacts of seismic surveys on marine
life.
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While some of the clarifications on the metrics of noise intensity, and the term “take” are
somewhat helpful, having begun the article with such a vast oversights and omissions
does little to burnish your claim of “getting the facts right.” This is punctuated by the
muddy explanation on sound intensity in air and water that includes the speed of sound as
a variable. The speed of sound would have something to do with how animals perceive
sound in air or water, but it has absolutely nothing to do with sound intensity.
Additionally dismissing what are known as “level B takes” as being “negligible” suffers
from a reductionist view of the significance of behavioral impacts. “Level B Takes” are
defined as an indicator of a mitigation threshold for a reason. The “seal jumping off the
rock” avoidance behavior may sound “negligible,” but any animal enduring continuous
elevated “level B” impacts will have a compromised natural history.
What I find exceptionally annoying about this entire gambit is that by missing the marks
on these facts BOEM has demonstrated that the February 2014 public comment period
for the Atlantic G&G PEIS was merely a bureaucratic exercise. It is an insult to the
public and the many conservation organizations that spent considerable time and energy
reviewing and commenting on the PEIS, which clearly BOEM did not take the time to
review. This belies the comment in the article that BOEM conducted a “thorough public
process.” Granted there was a consideration by BOEM of the 2012 Draft EIS public
comments, but the agency failed in the issuance of the 2014 PEIS for public review as it
is clear that the decision had already been made without consideration for public input in violation the National Environmental Policy Act.
I have enclosed our comments on the 2014 Atlantic G&G PEIS for you should you really
be interested in “getting the facts right.”
Sincerely,

Michael Stocker
Director
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